
Seville is a passionate city in the South of Spain situated on the Banks of the Guadalquivir River 
with a strong Moorish Heritage. This city has the power to awake the senses with its culture, 
monuments, traditions and artistic heritage, not a surprise they’re World Heritage Sites. Don't be 
surprised if you hear echoing sound of flamenco in the quaint neighborhood of Triana. 

The Lonely Planet guides have a yearly edition for the Best in Travel that selects the best 
destinations for next year, in 2018 Seville was elected the best city in the world to visit. According 
to this travel guides label, editors and travelers have especially taken into account the great 
historical and artistic wealth of the city, its revitalization in recent years and the celebration of El 
Año Murillo next year. The selected destinations must meet specific criteria, such as, holding a 
special event during the following year, offering novelties to travelers, or the team of experts from 
Lonely Planet considers that it's an unfairly overlooked destination. 

Enjoy the views and contemplate the city of Seville at your feet through serpentine footbridges at 
different heights at Setas de Sevilla, nice horse-drawn carriage rides through the old town, 
breathtaking sunsets from a boat sailing the Guadalquivir River, reach the top of the Giralda tower 
and get lost in one of the largest cathedrals in the world, or simply stroll through the narrow streets
and try the different and varied tapas in one of the traditional bars of the city. To complete the 
experience it is highly recommended to go to the outskirts of the city, where you can admire fields 
of olive trees or vineyards, with the possibility of organizing tastings and memorable evenings like 
in Basilippo.

Seville is a beautiful city that hides thousands of small treasures in all its corners, and only those 
who have visited the city are able to understand that history can coexist perfectly with modern 
facilities.... We can design an incredible experience for you! 

For more information, please contact us on: dmcspain.madrid@viajesabreu.es 
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